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MaxiCELL™ Biopsy Needles
dles

Features and benefits

MaxiCELL™ Biopsy Needle
dle harvests a greater quantity of cells
for cytological evaluation than traditional FNA needles.

Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) Biopsy Needles
> Each needle has numerically ordered centimetre markings on the outer cannula
to provide reference for depth placement
> Needles feature an adjustable needle stop which allows the user to restrict
forward movement, localizing the needle tip to the biopsy site
> Colour coded stylet hubs indicate gauge size of needles
Available in a variety of gauge sizes and centimetre lengths
> Available with an echogenic tip on the outer cannula to promote accurate
placement under ultrasound guidance
> Can be used with echogenic co-axial introducer needles (sold separately)
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Harvests on both forward and backward thrusts of the needle, achieving a greater
quantity of harvested cells
30 degree matched ground needle tip helps collect a cluster of intact cells
Each needle has a unique, adjustable needle stop that allows you to restrict forward
movement, effectively localizing the needle tip to the biopsy site
Each needle has numerically ordered centimetre markings on the outer cannula to
provide reference for depth placement
Available with an echogenic tip on the outer cannula to promote accurate placement
under ultrasound guidance
Packed with or without a co-axial introducer needle

Needle specifications

Chiba Biopsy N eedle Spinal Biopsy Needle

Greene Biopsy Needle

Franseen Biopsy Needle

Westcott Biopsy Needle

All purpose needle can be used
for cytology biopsies and for
accessing drainage sites

A Chiba introducer combined with
a Trocar needle design for coaxial
biopsy allowing for multiple
passes

Excellent soft tissue core biopsy
needle. Can be used for lung, breast,
and abdominal masses. Also called a
crown needle. Trocar tip provides
excellent laparoscopic entry

The needle provides the used notch
on the cannula, removes the tissue
when the needle is thrust forward.
Used for breast biopsy and lung
biopsy

All purpose needle, including
lumbar puncture biopsy and
cyst aspiration

